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Religion and the US South | Southern Spaces
From his seemingly safe perch in New York, Solomon Northup had
little cause to think much about the plight of slaves who
toiled in the American South. He was.
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From the s to the s, Newbell N. Puckett was the major name in
researching religion and slavery. He affirmed that most
African-American religious.
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Americans used religion to attack or defend slavery in the
period from the American Revolution to the Civil War,
including religious defenses of.
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Antebellum Period
the Antebellum America society as our paradigm. Antebellum
America and Slavery. The enslavement of an estimated ten
million African over a.
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Items 46 - black churches, provided African Americans with
religious instruction as . Title Clear”: Literacy, Slavery and
Religion in the Antebellum South.
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The Second Great Awakening was national in scope, as Baptists
and Methodists, especially effective at recruiting plain folk,
rose to new prominence. While an evangelical worldview had
come to characterize much of the South before the Civil War,
the postwar period saw rising membership in evangelical
churches and participation in church life. In spite of this,
plots and actual rebellions in slave-holding states continued
into and through the Civil War.
ThefollowingistheopeningessaythatGarrisonusedtoexplainthepurposeo
In other instances, it simply was used to justify the
ever-increasing demand for more land in the west. Evangelicals
insisted that converts take up the cross of Jesus, sometimes
alienating not only planters but plain folk men with their
radical vision that empowered all who put spiritual equality
ahead of earthly values.
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access to the original layout, paste this publication's url
into the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine and view any
version of the piece that predates October The South remained
largely agriculturally based, and a central ritual of
evangelicalism, the revival, usually took place in the
mid-to-late-summer when crops were in the ground and
worshippers could devote their spirits to refreshment.
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